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Vinho Verde shares an acidic, crisp and 
slightly fizzy body.

Vinho Verde is not, as the translation suggests, green 
wine. Traditionally, Vinho Verde is a white wine, although 
available in bright, shiny and colorful options such as red 
or rosé, made from indigenous grape blends to achieve 
a light body, crisp flavor and fizzy texture.
The name “Vinho Verde” comes from the youthfulness 
of its taste and texture, as well as the lush green, dense 
foliage landscape of its Region. 

Vinho Verde cannot be found anywhere else.

Made from indigenous grape blends to achieve the perfect 
equilibrium between young yet mild, acidic yet balanced, 
fruity yet harmonious. A young wine, best consumed within 
a year of harvest to comply with their freshness.

WHAT’S
VINHO VERDE?

Vinho Verde is an exclusive wine only found in the 
particular D.O.C. Region, located in Northeast Portugal. 

WHERE’S VINHO 
VERDE FROM?
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Lighter than most and especially aromatic, Vinho Verde 
has a refreshing finish provided by a balanced blend 
of indigenous varieties, predominantly Arinto and Azal 
as a foundation, and varying according to its color and 
characteristics: White, Rosé or Red Vinho Verde.

AZAL WHITE
Azal Branco or Azal White is a variety of grapes only produced 
in our subregion. The Azal variety provides a light citrus color 
and a fruity aroma. Azal produces very acidic wines and 
usually only take part in a mixture of varieties to balance its 
palate.

ARINTO
Arinto is a white grape variety, one of the oldest 
harvested in Portugal. It produces young, fresh and 
vibrant wines with lemony notes, similar a Pinot Blanc 
or a dry Chenin Blanc. Surprisingly for its kind, its bottles 
age very well and gain some complexity due to its 
mineral characteristics.

LOUREIRO
Noble variety of grapes known for its pungent orange 
and linden floral aromas with a natural harmonious 
acidity.

WHY IS
VINHO VERDE 
SO LIGHT AND 
FRESH?

TRAJADURA
Typical Iberian grape mixed for greater flavor and 
boldness, with hints of mature pears and peaches. Pairs 
perfectly with Loureiro grape variety to provide a more 
prominent wine.

ESPADEIRO
Espadeiro produces light-bodied wines usually 
associated with Vinho Verde. This variety is used to tint 
rosé wines with a mild pink color.

VINHÃO
An heavy-colored grape variety from the Douro D.O.C. 
region, producing the most dark and opaque wines and 
to tint Rosés. It offers a strong rustic palate, full-bodied 
texture with high levels of acidity.

AMARAL/ AZAL TINTO
Ruby colored rustic grape, producing zesty aromas yet 
bold, full-bodied textures.
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Vinho Verde develops tiny bubbles when served, caused 
by the winemaking natural malolactic fermentation 
process, which creates carbon dioxide later trapped 
inside the bottle. In sensorial terms, it tastes light, a bit 
acidic yet with a refreshing fizziness. As the grapes’ acids 
turn to sugar, the level of acidity falls and the amount of 
alcohol increases, leaving to the winemaker the decision 
on the ration and flavor balance. 

The Vinho Verde Region, due to its peculiar weather 
and terroir characteristics, excels the winemaking 
production of fresh, low alcoholic white and sparkling 
wines as well as spirit beverages, mainly due to the 
influence of the Atlantic Ocean nearby, sea winds, mild 
climate, high precipitation and granitic soil – combined 
in a microclimate perfectly tailored to produce light, 
fresh and refreshing wines. 

Made from a blend of all indigenous grape varieties, 
Vinho Verde is a piece of history in a glass. 
All nine Vinho Verde sub-regions have very different 
microclimates, achieving different depths, flavors, 
textures and alcohol percentages, varying from 9% to 
14% vol., over 47 grape varieties and countless blending 
options in order to achieve a peculiar taste, although 
sharing the lightness and the youthfulness in every 
glass.  The uniqueness, the acidity, the fizzy texture and 
the aftertaste on every sip wins the hearts of more and 
more wine lovers across the world.

IS VINHO VERDE 
BUBBLY?

VINHO VERDE:
AN HIDDEN
JEWEL
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THE PALATE
Light colored young wine with strong fruity 
developments, strikingly green apple and 
lemon hints. Fresh and refreshing with a 
lively, acidic finish. 

THE SENSORIAL PROFILE
Fresh, light, fizzy. 

Should be served at 8ºC to 12º C (46.4° to 
53.6°F)

Chilled for two or three hours

Or 30 minutes on an iced frappé

POULTRY DISHES

Light, white meats grilled or fried, even accompanied 
with sweet and sour sauces.

SEAFOOD
Fresh prawns, lobster or crab made with herbs and 
spices or buttery sauces.

SALADS & CEVICHES
Light, fresh salads perfectly pairs with its delicate, 
balanced texture.

LIGHT DESSERTS
The dessert can’t overpower its lightness, to ensure the 
perfect harmony. Puddings, creams, custards and fruit 
desserts are suggested.

BOOZY COCKTAILS 
Combined with acidic fruits or minty herbs, Vinho Verde 
Cocktails are a refreshing evening choice.

WHITE

FOOD & WINE 
PAIRING
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THE PALATE
Young wine with cherry colorful notes and 
a refreshing red berries flavor, possessing a 
mild sweetness as well as an acidic, engaging 
finish. The Rosé is made exclusively with red 
indigenous grapes, although vinified in a 
similar way to the white wines.

THE SENSORIAL PROFILE
Should be served at 10 to 12 °C (50° to 53.6°F)

Chilled for two or three hours

Or 30 minutes on an iced frappé

SWEET AND SAVORY APPETIZERS
Mixing opposite flavors and counter-balancing strong 
tastes.

SOFT CHEESES
Creamy, soft cheeses such as brie, camembert, chèvre, 
gorgonzola or feta.

SEAFOOD
Scallops and crab paste goes perfectly with a delicate 
Rosé.

VEGGIE AND PASTA DISHES
A delicate and sweetish wine as Rosé pairs well with 
textured vegetables, casseroles, creamy and cheesy 
pastas. 

SUGARY DESSERTS
Heavy custards or sugary sweets pairs nicely with the 
floral aftertaste of a bubbly Rosé.

SUMMER COCKTAILS
Rosé cocktails must be paired with sweet or citric fruits 
and wild berries.

ROSÉ
FOOD & WINE 
PAIRING
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THE PALATE
Vibrant, acidic and notably sharp, 
Vinho Verde Red is a youthful, complex 
experience with a dark, tainted ruby color 
and a strong yet tasteful resemblance to 
wild berries. 

THE SENSORIAL PROFILE

Should be served at 12 to 15 °C (53.6° to 
59°F).

Chilled for two hours

Or 30 minutes on an iced frappe

HEAVY SPICED DISHES
Light-bodied, fruity young wines such as Vinho Verde 
Red quench spicy palates.

RED MEAT OR VEGETARIAN ROASTS
Heavy dishes pull bold, rustic, pungent wines to 
generously release ripe fruit flavors and complement 
hefty seasonings.   

BRISKET OR BARBECUED MEATS
To complement rich and fat meats, a medium intensity 
wine with fruit and floral notes helps to distinguish the 
soft and rustic seasoning spices and sauces. 

MEATLOAF
Potato recipes pairs well with light-bodied, rustic young 
wines. 

RED
FOOD & WINE 
PAIRING
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MASCOTS

THE TURTLE
A conservative, classical snob – a graceful 
attitude with an outstanding, gentle yet 
stout palate, it only tastes the boldest, 
robust boozy flavors.

THE DUCK
Social, outgoing and fun – the mighty 
duck is an affectionate, extrovert 
mascot. It personifies a gentle, soft 
yet fun Rosé wine, ideally paired with 
appetizers and drank with friends at 
sunset get-together, or as a base for 
summer sips and cocktails.

THE OTTER
The casual, laid-back otter with magnificent taste and 
an eye for pairings. The Otter is  the coolest host and 
makes the greatest parties with the fancier cheeses.
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